Audio data augmentation is a key step in training deep neural networks for solving audio classification tasks. In this paper, we introduce Audiogmenter, a novel audio data augmentation library in MATLAB. We provide 15 different augmentation algorithms for raw audio data and 8 for spectrograms. We integrate the MATLAB built-in audio data augmenter with other methods that proved their effectiveness in literature. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest MATLAB audio data augmentation library freely available. The toolbox and its documentation can be downloaded at https://github.com/LorisNanni/Audiogmenter
Introduction
Data augmentation for audio classification problems is a key step for achieving high classification performance, especially for small datasets, as they are in many audio-related applications [1] . Audio data augmentation techniques fall into two different categories, depending on whether they are directly applied to the audio signal [2] or to a spectrogram generated from the audio signal [3] . At the moment, few well-performing MATLAB libraries for data augmentation are available: Mauch et al. [4] released the Audio Degradation Toolbox, a library designed for reproducing the degradation of sound due to low-quality microphones, noisy environments and many other scenarios. Besides, MATLAB 2019b contains a built-in audio data augmenter that enables simple audio transformations. Other libraries for audio data augmentation are available in other languages, such as Librosa [5] and Muda [6] for Python. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive library specifically designed for audio data augmentation, that includes all the methods in [4] and many other methods that showed their efficiency in the literature. Our library contains 15 different methods for the augmentation of the raw audio signals and 8 that work on the spectrograms generated from the raw audios. Our goal is to create an audio data augmentation library that can support researchers in this field and represent a good baseline for testing new data augmentation algorithms in the future. The library is available at https://github.com/LorisNanni/Audiogmenter. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the specific problem background and our strategy for audio data augmentation; Section 3 details the implementation of the toolbox; Section 4 provides one illustrative example; in Section 5 conclusions are drawn.
Background and strategy
On first approximation, an audio sample can be represented as an M by N matrix, where M is the number of samples acquired at a specific frame rate (e.g. 44100 Hz), and N is the number of channels (e.g. one for mono and more for stereo samples). Classical methods for audio classification consisted in extracting acoustic features, e.g. Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficient or Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, to build feature vectors used for training Support Vector Machines or Hidden Markov Models [7] . Nevertheless, with the diffusion of deep learning and the growing availability of powerful Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) the attention moved towards the visual representations of audio signals. They can be mapped into spectrograms, i.e. graphical representations of sounds as functions of time and frequency, and then classified using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [8] . Unfortunately, several audio datasets (especially in the field of animal sound classification) are limited, e.g. CAT sound dataset (2965 samples in 10 classes) [9] , BIRD sound dataset (2762 samples in 11 classes) [10] , marine animal sound dataset (1700 samples in 32 classes) [11] , etc. Neural networks are prone to overfitting, hence data augmentation can strongly improve their performance. Among the techniques used in the literature to augment raw audio signals, pitch shift, noise addition, volume gain, time stretch, time shift and dynamic range compression are the most common. Moreover, the Audio Degradation Toolbox provides further techniques such as clipping, harmonic distortion, pass filters, MP3 compression and wow resampling [4] . Furthermore, Sprengel et al. [2] showed the efficacy of augmentation by summing two different audio signals from the same class into a new signal. For example, if two samples contain tweets from the same bird species, their sum will generate a third signal still belonging to the same tweet class. Not only the raw audio signals, but also their spectrograms can be augmented using standard techniques [3] , e.g. time shift, pitch shift, noise addition, Vocal Track Length Normalization (VTLN) [12] , Equalized Mixture Data Augmentation (EMDA) [13] , Frequency Masking [14] and Thin-Plane-Spline Warping (TPSW) [15] . Given an audio dataset X with M classes and variable number of samples per class = { 1,1 , … 1 ,1 , 1,2 , … 2 ,2 , … , 1, , … , }, where , represents a generic audio sample i from the class j, we propose to augment , with techniques working on raw audio signals and to augment the spectrogram ( , ) produced by the same raw audio signals. In our tool we used the function sgram included in the Large Time-Frequency Analysis Toolbox (LTFAT) [16] , to convert raw audios into spectrograms. Figure 1 depicts our strategy; from the original audio sample , we obtain H intermediate augmented audio samples ℎ ( , ) that are then converted into the "Spectrograms from Audio" ℎ ( , ); from the original spectrogram ( , ) we obtain K augmented "Spectrograms from Spectrogram" ( , ). The H+K augmented spectrograms can then be used to train a CNN. In case of limited memory availability, one CNN can be trained with the H spectrograms, another with the K spectrograms and finally the scores can be combined by a fusion rule. 
Toolbox structure and software Implementation
Audiogmenter is implemented as a MATLAB toolbox, using MATLAB 2019b. We also provide an online help as documentation (in the ./docs/ folder) that can be integrated into the MATLAB Help Browser just by adding the toolbox main folder to the MATLAB path. The functions for the augmentation techniques working on raw audio samples are included in the folder ./tools/audio/. In addition to our implementations of methods such as applyDynamicRangeCompressor.m and applyPitchShift.m, we also included three toolboxes, namely the Audio Degradation Toolbox by Mauch et al. [4] , LTFAT [16] and the Phase Vocoder from www.ee.columbia.edu/~dpwe/resources/matlab/pvoc/. The functions for the augmentation methods working on spectrograms are grouped in the folder ./tools/images/. In addition to our implementations of methods such as noiseS.m, spectrogramShift.m, spectrogramEMDA.m, etc., we included and exploited also a modified version of the code of TPSW [15] .
Every augmentation method is contained in a different function. We also included in ./tools/ the wrappers CreateDataAUGFromAudio.m and CreateDataAUGFromImage.m, using our augmentation techniques, respectively, from raw audio and spectrograms with standard parameters.
Illustrative Examples
Finally, in the folder ./examples/ we included testAugmentation.m that exploits the two wrappers detailed in the previous Section to augment six audio samples and their spectrograms, and plotTestAugmentation.m that shows the results from the previous function. The augmented spectrograms can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed Audiogmenter, a novel MATLAB audio data augmentation library. We provide 23 different augmentation methods that work on raw audio signal and their spectrograms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest audio data augmentation library in MATLAB. The library and its documentation are freely available at https://github.com/LorisNanni/Audiogmenter. 
B1 Current code version
Ancillary data of the codebase is provided in Table 1 . 
